KENWORTH AeroCab
INSTRUCTIONS (1020 4/1/2021)

PRE-INSPECT TRUCK
(You need to know what works before starting to disassemble)
Marker Lights
Horn
Speakers
Heater
Washer Pump
ABS Brake System
Rear Utility Lights
Evacuate A/C & Drain Heater Lines to Sleeper
Disconnect Battery
Remove Exhaust
Parts required for hard mounting (not available through Daycab Company):
Frame Mount: R85-1066
Bushing (2X): R13-1011
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The fasteners used in installation depends on type of kit ordered.

B8-E Rivet - used for final installation - 144 included with rivet kit.

6W Rivet - 1” rivet used for test fitting roof and back wall - 8 included with kit.
(Included in both huck and rivet kits)

Interior Screw - used installing all interior - 46 included in kit.
(Included in both huck and rivet kits)

R6 Huck - used for final installation - 128 included with huck kit.

(The huck kit includes 39 B8-E rivets for installation of floor brace.)
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Remove front console first. Let hang in place.
Remove both sides and save. You will be re-using the
front section later.
Remove side interior piece in cab and save for later.
Remove cab roof headliner and save.
Block up cab and remove air ride on back of sleeper.
Cut heater hoses to sleeper.
Unplug wiring to sleeper, located under sleeper on
driver’s side.
Remove seat belts.
1
Floor of cab.
Remove main bolts.

Sleeper.

2
Remove the main upper bolts located in upper closets.
One bolt on each side.

3

3

Remove two bolts under sleeper at cab joints under cab.

Cut AC line to sleeper AFTER YOU HAVE
DISCHARGED PRESSURE.
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Don’t bother blocking up cab. It will balance itself.
Block up the sleeper for removal.
Cut rubber gasket with a Sawsall saw blade and use
shims provided.
Use shims to spread sleeper cab as you go.
Sleeper will not come off until seal is completely cut
through.
The bottom 5 inches of the cab and sleeper seal will need
to be cut by hand
Remove sleeper.
5
Remove rivets and brace from sides of cab.
CAUTION
If you are going to install an exhaust bracket with this
kit, you must remove these two rivets now. Only
remove on side getting exhaust bracket.
Remove four rivets on each side of floor.
You will re-rivet these with rivets that are provided after
the truck is done for a flush back wall mount.
6
Remove cab horns and lights if equipped. Note the front
mounting holes for the 3 middle lights will not be
covered by the new roof.
Grind roof rivets above door.
DO NOT REMOVE VISOR!
Save mirror brace if equipped.
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4

Remove this bracket from the old roof. You will
re-install it in the new roof.
(This is the console support bracket above the front
window, in the center of the cab.)

8
Remove these four bolts above both doors.

Do not remove metal brace.

9
Mark a line at 3 ½” from the center of the visor bolt that
is above door.
This line will be “Point A.”

10
Top of roof
Measure back 4” from start/front of antenna landing
shown in picture.
This line will be “Point B.”
Draw a line from “Point A” to “Point B.”
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5

In the middle of the roof, mark a point at 7 ½” back
from visor. This will be “Point C.”
On stainless visors, use bracket edge at visor not roof.
Now draw a line between “Point B” and “Point C.”
Cut along these lines to remove roof section.
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CAUTION
Don’t forget to remove this rivet.
It is behind the tape sealer at the upper back side of
each door.
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Remove this brace at upper back side of each door only.
Cut at red lines. (This is a rough cut)
Do not remove rivets
Leave lower section

14
Remove all rivets from this brace.
You are going to lower it and re-bolt it.

Remove this piece.

15
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Measure up 55 ¼” from the floor behind post.
Cut off the remaining post.

Remove the 2 hucks on each side.

16
Reinstall crossover brace
Bottom of crossover brace should be 47 7/8” from the
floor.

Now drill and bolt into place.

17
Trim metal off of posts so it doesn’t touch the new roof.
Cut down along bracket 4”. (NOTE: Do this before
exhaust brace goes on).

18
Skip #20 if you are not installing exhaust.
If you are installing exhaust on cab, this new brace fits
here.
This set of holes is used in cab mount exhaust.
This set of holes is used in frame mount. (For installation
of frame mount exhaust, see attachment.)
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7

Install seatbelt plate. (Nut belongs facing inside of post).
It should fit flush at bottom edge. Drill holes for 1/4”
bolts.
You will need to drill a 1” hole for seatbelt bolt
clearance.
Drill and bolt (with washers).
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This brace comes with the kit. You will need to drill
5/16” holes into the cab floor through all the
holes in the brace and bolt into place. Use brace provided
as template for hole drill spacing.
Slide corner filler pieces under brace, these will be
attached after backwall is located.
Brace should hang over floor 3 1/8”.
CAUTION
If passenger seat has a tool box or battery box, you will
need to remove seat box and re-install over the brace or
trim brace accordingly.
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Test fit new roof.
Clamp a 1” x 4” block of wood to the cab at the 49 1/8”
spot.
Push the cut edge of the roof into the drip rail.

25A
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Use a straight edge on bottom of door jam to project a
line back. Measure up 49 1/8” to the bottom of roof.
Clamp a 1” x 4” block of wood to the cab at the 49 1/8”
spot.

25B

Trace front of roof with a black pen. This is the front of
the roof. DO NOT CUT HERE.
Remove the roof and cut a line 1” BACK from pen line,
especially in the corners.
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Refit and recheck the roof for drip rail placement and
height of 49 1/8”
The back measurement will also determine gap.
Once the back measurements are the same on both sides
and the front has been double checked, clamp roof into
place.
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DO NOT SEAL ANYTHING YET
Test fit back wall now.
Align bottom of back wall with seam of cab below door.
Push wall back so it fits tight into the roof and clamp.
Measure from the door jam edge to the edge of the back
wall at the top of the cab.
Make lower measurement the same.
Measurement on the other side may vary slightly, this is
ok.
Make sure top and bottom measurements are the same on
the edge.
Secure and clamp or use one test rivet in each corner.
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After clamping roof and back wall in place, make sure
everything lines up correctly.
All drilling will be done with a 13/64 bit for hucks and a
17/64 bit for rivets.
Temporarily install 4 test rivets on roof using one on
each corner. Do the same for the back wall. (Using 6W
rivets.)
Now drill all front holes on roof.
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Drill from the inside out on side holes above door and
down sides of back wall.
You may need to clamp a piece of wood to the outside of
truck to reduce gel coat chipping.

30
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This is where your upper exhaust bracket will go.
Drill from inside out and bolt into place.
Refer to step 19 for inside alignment.
If no exhaust, continue hole spacing from back of roof
around side and rivet or huck. Spacing is 3” apart and
1/2” up from edge.
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Install supplied angle support on top of floor brace (21).
Slide aluminum corner pieces under angle support and
floor brace (21).
Center angle support side to side and push back against
wall.
Drill through floor brace and corner pieces on backside
of truck.
Drill angle support using holes located at the bottom of
the back wall.
(Install using B8-E rivets.)
32
33-33a is done with the back wall in place for test fit. In
this example the back wall is removed for clarity.
Install inner exhaust support before back wall is riveted
in place.
When the back wall is in place for the test fit, push until
surface is against back wall.

33A
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It must fit flush with floor edge.
It should have a ¼” gap here between the old rivet and
brace. Make sure the 4 hole side is facing towards wall.

33B
Remove roof and back wall.
Remove any metal shavings.
Use Alumilastic sealer to apply a thin seal to edges of
cab.
It does not take much sealer to seal cab.
Reapply roof and back wall. Check holes.
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Now rivet or huck sides of back wall.
Drill from inside out and install 4 rivets or hucks here.

35
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Next, rivet or huck sides of roof.

DO NOT FORGET TO INTALL THE
MIRROR BRACE
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Use three pull rivets or hucks here.
Rivet or huck front of roof.
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Install the back wall z-metal at the rivet line and rivet or
huck into place. Tabs (not shown) should be facing
upwards.
Make sure that the drilled side of the Z-Metal is up.
Now rivet or huck into place.
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Seal corner aluminum fillers and along floor brace.
Huck or rivet angle support (including corner pieces) on
the back side of truck.
Then bolt back wall to angle support.

39
Install the interior backing braces on both sides of the
backwall.
Larger flat side follows this lower brace.
Butt to floor and backwall.
Small side edge should be around 12” from window cut
edge which should place the spacing between the two
braces at 57”.
Install using small black screws.
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This is where your lower exhaust bracket goes.
Drill from the inside out and bolt into place.
Refer back to step 6 for inside alignment.
One or both brackets can be rotated, top bracket can be
mounted on one of two rows of holes, bottom bracket can
be shifted right and left.
Examine exhaust to determine orientation of brackets.
Example: muffler spacing, overall height, and muffler
guard clamps.
41
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Install corner here if clearance for exhaust allows.

42
Install horns and lights on roof if equipped. You can
reuse the marker light holes not covered by new roof,
gasket will cover roof overlap seam.

43
Install horns wherever you want but you may need to
drill through brace for plumbing or hardware.

44
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Pre 2005 Interior Instructions
Both front corner trim pieces will need to be cut.
Measure 1 ½” back from center of hole an square it off
of the bottom.
Cut a nice straight line. This cut will be visible inside
of the cab.

45
Re-install front corner trim piece.

46
Install the upper consoles middle brace onto the console
(You removed the brace in step 8)
Determine the location of the brace on the roof.
Remove the brace from the console and install onto
roof with an interior screw.

47
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Install your factory headliner.
Put back in exact location.
Install aluminum strip here for interior backing.

48
Install the middle section of the back wall.

Install existing behind door interior from truck.
Now install carpet floor strip.

49
Install back section of headliner.
Install corner above door.
Install seatbelt bolts on both sides.
Install window trim. The upper fasteners will screw into
the aluminum tabs from step 38.

50
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2005 and up Interior Instructions
The existing vinyl in this truck was dyed previous to our kit installation. The color you receive
will match your interior.
All cuts were done with a standard utility knife.

Separate the plastic trim from the vinyl before cuts are
made. Do not cut plastic.

Trim side pieces across top in line with top of plastic
piece.

1

Trim this piece as tall as you can. Let piece go up into
roof cavity.
Cut the back end of the above the door piece in line with
the seatbelt hole.

2
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Inside of cab with sleeper on.
Daycab Interior Picture #1.

When installing the upper side pieces (behind the
door), do not fold on thread line. It will push nicely
into place and not sag down.

Daycab Interior Picture #3.

Order of Operation:
Cut all trim pieces and sides
Install front headliner (vinyl from your truck)
Install strips to attach interior to (the locations are listed in the standard instructions sent with
your kit)
Install back wall side pieces
Install middle back wall (includes the window piece)
Install behind door side pieces (vinyl from your truck that you trimmed)
Install rear headliner piece we supply
Install upper side pieces (behind the doors)
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Window Gasket Installation Instructions
You will need a window gasket tool. You can
purchase one through your local auto store.

Outside of truck (gelcoat/painted side)

Glass Side

Panel Side
W1

Clean area of debris around window opening.
Start installing the gasket by placing one end in the
lower center of the window cutout.
Work your way around the opening.

Make sure that the two ends meet up and touch
flush.

W2
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Remove bump-pads from glass (if attached).
The side with the Daycab Company sticker goes
towards the outside of the truck (painted side of
panel).

Start glass installation by sliding in a corner into
gasket (+) and pivoting other side into opposing
corner.

Use gasket tool to “flip” gasket lip over glass.
You will need to use soapy water/window
cleaner to get gasket lubricated. This will make
glass installation a lot easier.

W3
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Once you get glass fully inserted into gasket, you
will need to use the gasket tool to push the
locking flap into the gasket around the whole
window. This locks the window into place.

Make sure that the gasket ends are forming a
tight seam

Inspect the corners to make sure that no
wrinkles are visible and that the locking flap is
tight.

W4
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If you are changing the “USE” of your truck/tractor (i.e. changing from 5th
wheel to dump bed), you should contact a local brakes or parts dealer for
information on changing the brake-proportioning valve. You may end up
with only front brakes.
Sometimes when converting from a sleeper to a day cab you will
evacuate the AC lines and cut the lines leading to the sleeper. Use your own
judgement or a certified AC technician to cap/plug the AC lines. At Daycab
Company we crimp the ends and solder close.

Daycab Company
www.daycabs.com
tech@daycabs.com
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Paint Process for Fiberglass Parts

1. Wash with a mild, non-abrasive dish soap and rinse.
2. Sand panel. We recommend using 320 grit sand paper/ Scotch-Brite
pads.
3. Rinse with water and dry.
4. Clean with anti-static surface cleaner according to directions on
container.
5. Your panel is now prepped and ready for paint.
Notes:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
______________________________________
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